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Abstract—Distributed, online data mining systems have
emerged as a result of applications requiring analysis of large
amounts of correlated and high-dimensional data produced by
multiple distributed data sources. We propose a distributed
online data classification framework where data is gathered by
distributed data sources and processed by a heterogeneous set
of distributed learners which learn online, at run-time, how to
classify the different data streams either by using their locally
available classification functions or by helping each other by
classifying each other’s data. Importantly, since the data is
gathered at different locations, sending the data to another
learner to process incurs additional costs such as delays, and
hence this will be only beneficial if the benefits obtained from
a better classification will exceed the costs. We assume that the
classification functions available to each processing element are
fixed, but their prediction accuracy for various types of incoming
data are unknown and can change dynamically over time, and
thus they need to be learned online. We model the problem of
joint classification by the distributed and heterogeneous learners
from multiple data sources as a cooperative contextual bandit
problem where each data is characterized by a specific context.
We develop distributed online learning algorithms for which we
can prove that they have sublinear regret. Compared to prior
work in distributed online data mining, our work is the first to
provide analytic regret results characterizing the performance of
the proposed algorithms.
Index Terms—distributed online learning, Big Data mining, on-
line classification, exploration-exploitation tradeoff, decentralized
classification, contextual bandits
I. INTRODUCTION
A plethora of Big Data applications (network security,
surveillance, health monitoring, stock market prediction, in-
telligent traffic management, etc.) are emerging which re-
quire online classification of large data sets collected from
distributed network and traffic monitors, multimedia sources,
sensor networks, etc. This data is heterogeneous and dy-
namically evolves over time. In this paper, we introduce a
distributed online learning framework for classification of
high-dimensional data collected by distributed data sources.
The distributedly collected data is processed by a set of de-
centralized heterogeneous learners equipped with classification
functions with unknown accuracies. In this setting communi-
cation, computation and sharing costs make it infeasible to use
centralized data mining techniques where a single learner can
access the entire data set. For example, in a wireless sensor
surveillance network, nodes in different locations collect in-
formation about different events. The learners at each node of
A preliminary version of this work appeared in Allerton 2013. The work is
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the network may run different classification algorithms, may
have different resolution, processing speed, etc.
The input data stream and its associated context can be
time-varying and heterogeneous. We use the term “context”
generically, to represent any information related to the input
data stream such as time, location and type (e.g., data fea-
tures/characteristics/modality) information. Each learner can
process (label) the incoming data in two different ways: either
it can exploit its own information and its own classification
functions or it can forward its input stream to another learner
(possibly by incurring some cost) to have it labeled. A learner
learns the accuracies of its own classification functions or
other learners in an online way by comparing the result of
the predictions with the true label of its input stream which is
revealed at the end of each slot. The goal of each learner
is to maximize its long term expected total reward, which
is the expected number of correct labels minus the costs of
classification. In this paper the cost is a generic term that can
represent any known cost such as processing cost, delay cost,
communication cost, etc. Similarly, data is used as a generic
term. It can represent files of several Megabytes size, chunks
of streaming media packets or contents of web pages. A key
differentiating feature of our proposed approach is the focus
on how the context information of the captured data can be
utilized to maximize the classification performance of a dis-
tributed data mining system. We consider cooperative learners
which classify other’s data when requested, but instead of
maximizing the system utility function, a learner’s goal is to
maximize its individual utility. However, it can be shown that
when the classification costs capture the cost to the learner
which is cooperating with another learner to classify its data,
maximizing the individual utility corresponds to maximizing
the system utility.
To jointly optimize the performance of the distributed
data mining system, we design distributed online learning
algorithms whose long-term average rewards converge to
the best distributed solution which can be obtained for the
classification problem given complete knowledge of online
data characteristics as well as their classification function
accuracies and costs when applied to this data. We adopt the
novel cooperative contextual bandit framework we proposed
in [1] to design these algorithms. As a performance measure,
we define the regret as the difference between the expected
total reward of the best distributed classification scheme given
complete knowledge about classification function accuracies
and the expected total reward of the algorithm used by each
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2learner. We prove sublinear upper bounds on the regret, which
imply that the average reward converges to the optimal average
reward. The upper bound on regret gives a lower bound on
convergence rate to the optimal average reward. Application of
the general framework proposed in [1] to distributed Big Data
mining is not straightforward. In this paper, we address many
required innovations for stream mining such as missing labels,
delayed labels, asynchronous arrivals, ensemble learners and
unsupervised learners who never receive a label but just learn
from others.
Besides the theoretical results, we show that our distributed
contextual learning framework can be used to deal with con-
cept drift [2], which occurs when the distribution of problem
instances changes over time. Big data applications are often
characterized by concept drift, in which trending topics change
rapidly over time. To illustrate our approach, we provide
numerical results by applying our learning algorithms to the
classification of network security data and compare the results
with existing state-of-the-art solutions. For example, a net-
work security application needs to analyze several Gigabytes
of data generated by different locations and/or at different time
in order to detect malicious network behavior (see e.g., [3]).
The context in this case can be the time of the day (since the
network traffic depends on the time of the day) or it can be the
IP address of the machine that sent the data (some locations
may be associated with higher malicious activity rate) or
context can be two dimensional capturing both the time and
the location. In our model, since the classification accuracies
are not known a priori, the network security application needs
to learn which one to select based on the context information
available about the network data. We note that our online
learning framework does not require any prior knowledge
about the network traffic characteristics or network topology
but the security application learns the best actions from its past
observations and decisions. In another example, context can be
the information about a priori probability about the origin of
the data that is sent to the network manager by routers in
different locations.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe the related work and highlight the
differences from our work. In Section III, we describe the de-
centralized data classification problem, the optimal distributed
classification scheme given the complete system model, its
computational complexity, and the regret of a learning algo-
rithm with respect to the optimal classification scheme. Then,
we consider the model with unknown system statistics and
propose distributed online learning algorithms in Section IV.
Several extensions to our proposed learning algorithms are
given in Section V, including concept drift, ensemble learning,
operation under privacy and communication constraints. Using
a network security application we provide numerical results on
the performance of our distributed online learning algorithms
in Section VI. Finally, the concluding remarks are given in
Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Online learning in distributed data classification systems
aims to address the informational decentralization, communi-
cation costs and privacy issues arising in these systems. Specif-
ically, in online ensemble learning techniques, the predictions
of decentralized and heterogeneous classifiers are combined
to improve the classification accuracy. In these systems, each
classifier learns at different rates because either each learner
observes the entire feature space but has access to a subset of
instances of the entire data set, which is called horizontally
distributed data, or each learner has access to only a subset of
the features but the instances can come from the entire data set,
which is called vertically distributed data. For example in [4]–
[7], various solutions are proposed for distributed data mining
problems of horizontally distributed data, while in [8], [9],
ensemble learning techniques are developed that exploit the
correlation between the local learners for vertically distributed
data. Several cooperative distributed data mining techniques
are proposed in [9]–[12], where the goal is to improve the
prediction accuracy with costly communication between local
predictors. In this paper, we take a different approach: instead
of focusing on the characteristics of a specific data stream,
we focus on the characteristics of data streams with the
same context information. This novel approach allows us to
deal with both horizontally and vertically distributed data in
a unified manner within a distributed data mining system.
Although our framework and illustrative results are depicted
using horizontally distributed data, if context is changed to be
the set of relevant features, then our framework and results can
operate on vertically distributed data. Moreover, we assume
no prior knowledge of the data and context arrival processes
and classification function accuracies, and the learning is done
in a non-Bayesian way. Learning in a non-Bayesian way is
appropriate in decentralized system since learners often do not
have correct beliefs about the distributed system dynamics.
Most of the prior work in distributed data mining provides
algorithms which are asymptotically converging to an optimal
or locally-optimal solution without providing any rates of con-
vergence. On the contrary, we do not only prove convergence
results, but we are also able to explicitly characterize the
performance loss incurred at each time step with respect to
the optimal solution. In other words, we prove regret bounds
that hold uniformly over time. Some of the existing solutions
(including [6], [7], [13]–[18]) propose ensemble learning tech-
niques including bagging, boosting, stacked generalization and
cascading, where the goal is to use classification results from
several classifiers to increase the prediction accuracy. In our
work we only consider choosing the best classification func-
tion (initially unknown) from a set of classification functions
that are accessible by decentralized learners. However, our
proposed distributed learning methods can easily be adapted
to perform ensemble learning (see Section V-I). We provide a
detailed comparison to our work in Table I.
Other than distributed data mining, our learning framework
can be applied to any problem that can be formulated as a de-
centralized contextual bandit problem [1]. Contextual bandits
have been studied before in [19]–[22] in a single agent setting,
where the agent sequentially chooses from a set of alternatives
with unknown rewards, and the rewards depend on the context
information provided to the agent at each time step. The main
difference of our work from single agent contextual bandits
3[6], [11], [16]–[18] [10], [12] [8] This work
Aggregation non-cooperative cooperative cooperative no
Message none data training data and label
exchange residual only if improves
performance
Learning offline/online offline offline Non-bayesian
approach online
Correlation N/A no no yes
exploitation
Information from no all all only if improves
other learners accuracy
Data partition horizontal horizontal vertical horizontal
and vertical
Bound on regret, no no no yes - sublinear
convergence rate
TABLE I
COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK IN DISTRIBUTED DATA MINING.
is that: (i) a three phase learning algorithm with training,
exploration and exploitation phases are needed instead of the
standard two phase, i.e., exploration and exploitation phases,
algorithms used in centralized contextual bandit problems; (ii)
the adaptive partitions of the context space should be formed
in a way that each learner can efficiently utilize what is learned
by other learners about the same context. We have provided a
detailed discussion of decentralized contextual bandits in [1].
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The system model is shown in Fig. 1. There are M learners
which are indexed by the set M := {1, 2, . . . ,M}. Let
M−i := M − {i} be the set of learners learner i can
choose from to send its data for classification. These learners
work in a discrete time setting t = 1, 2, . . . , T , where the
following events happen sequentially, in each time slot: (i)
a data stream si(t) with a specific context xi(t) arrives to
each learner i ∈ M, (ii) each learner chooses one of its own
classification functions or another learner to send its data and
context, and produces a label based on the prediction of its own
classification function or the learner to which it sent its data
and context, (iii) the truth (true label) is revealed eventually,
perhaps by events or by a supervisor, only to the learner where
the data arrived, (iv) the learner where the data arrived passes
the true label to the learner it had chosen to classify its data,
if there is such a learner.
Each learner i ∈ M has access to a set of classification
functions Fi which it can invoke to classify the data. Learner
i knows the functions in Fi and costs of calling them1, but not
their accuracies, while it knows the set of other learnersM−i
and costs of calling them but does not know the functions Fji ,
ji ∈M−i, but only knows an upper bound on the number of
classification functions that each learner has, i.e., Fmax on
|Fji |2, ji ∈ M−i. Let Ki := Fi ∪M−i. We call Ki the set
of arms (alternatives). We use index k to denote any arm in
Ki, ki to denote the set classification functions of i, i.e., the
elements of the set Fi, ji to denote other learners in M−i.
Let F := ∪j∈MFj denote the set of all arms of all learners.
We use index k′ to denote an element of F .
Learner i can either invoke one of its classification functions
or forward the data to another learner to have it labeled. We
1Alternatively, we can assume that the costs are random variables with
bounded support whose distribution is unknown. In this case, the learners
will not learn the accuracy but they will learn accuracy minus cost.
2For a set A, let |A| denote the cardinality of that set.
Fig. 1. Operation of the distributed data classification system during a time
slot.
assume that for learner i, calling each classification function
ki ∈ Fi incurs a cost diki . For example, if the application is
delay critical this can be the delay cost, or this can represent
the computational cost and power consumption associated with
calling a classification function. We assume that a learner can
only call a single function for each input data in order to
label it. This is a reasonable assumption when the application
is delay sensitive since calling more than one classification
function increases the delay. A learner i can also send its
data to another learner in M−i in order to have it labeled.
Because of the communication cost and the delay caused by
processing at the recipient, we assume that whenever a data
stream is sent to another learner ji ∈ M−i a cost of diji is
incurred by learner i3. Since the costs are bounded, without
loss of generality we assume that costs are normalized, i.e.,
dik ∈ [0, 1] for all k ∈ Ki. The learners are cooperative which
implies that learner ji ∈ M−i will return a label to i when
called by i. Similarly, when called by ji ∈ M−i, learner i
will return a label to ji. We do not consider the effect of this
on i’s learning rate, however, since our results hold for the
case when other learners are not helping i to learn about its
own classification functions, they will hold when other learners
help i to learn about its own classification functions. If we
assume that diji also captures the cost to learner ji to classify
and send the label back to learner i, then maximizing i’s own
utility corresponds to maximizing the system utility.
We assume that each classification function produces a
binary label4. Considering only binary classifiers is not re-
strictive since in general, ensembles of binary classifiers can
be used to accomplish more complex classification tasks [23],
3The cost for learner i does not depend on the cost of the classification
function chosen by learner ji. Since the learners are cooperative, ji will obey
the rules of the proposed algorithm when choosing a classification function
to label i’s data.
4In general we can assume that labels belong to R and define the
classification error as the mean squared error or some other metric. Our results
can be adapted to this case as well.
4[24]. The data stream at time t arrives to learner i with context
information xi(t). The context may be generated as a result of
pre-classification or a header of the data stream. For simplicity
we assume that the context space is X = [0, 1]d, while our
results will hold for any bounded d dimensional context space.
We also note that the data input is high dimensional and its
dimension is greater than d (in most of the cases its much
larger than d) . For example, the network security data we
use in numerical results section has 42 features, while the
dimension of the context we use is at most 1. In such a setting,
exploiting the context information may significantly improve
the classification accuracy while decreasing the classification
cost. However, the rate of learning increases with the dimen-
sion of the context space, which results in a tradeoff between
the rate of learning and the classification accuracy. Exploiting
the context information not only improves the classification
accuracy but it can also decrease the classification cost since
the context can also provide information about what features
to extract from the data.
Each classification function k′ ∈ F has an unknown
expected accuracy pik′(x) ∈ [0, 1], depending on the context
x. The accuracy pik′(x) represents the probability that an input
stream with context x will be labeled correctly when classifi-
cation function k′ is used to label it. For a learner ji ∈M−i
its expected accuracy is equal to the expected accuracy of its
best classification function, i.e., piji(x) = maxkji∈Fji pikji (x).
Different classification functions can have different accu-
racies for the same context. Although we do not make any
assumptions about the classification accuracy pik(x) and the
classification cost dik for k ∈ Ki, in general one can assume
that classification accuracy increases with classification cost
(e.g., classification functions with higher resolution, better
processing). In this paper the cost dik is a generic term that
can represent any known cost such as processing cost, delay
cost, communication cost, etc. We assume that each classifi-
cation function has similar accuracies for similar contexts; we
formalize this in terms of a (uniform) Lipschitz condition.
Assumption 1: For each k′ ∈ F , there exists L > 0, α > 0
such that for all x, x′ ∈ X , we have |pik′(x) − pik′(x′)| ≤
L||x− x′||α, where ||.|| denotes the Euclidian norm in Rd.
Assumption 1 indicates that the accuracy of a classification
function for similar contexts will be similar to each other.
Even though the Lipschitz condition can hold with different
constants Lk′ and αk′ for each classification function, taking
L to be the largest among Lk′ and α to be the smallest among
αk′ we get the condition in Assumption 1. For example, the
context can be the time of the day or/and the location from
which the data originates. Therefore, the relation between
the classification accuracy and time can be written down as
a Lipschitz condition. We assume that α is known by the
learners, while L does not need to be known. An unknown
α can be estimated online using the sample mean estimates of
accuracies for similar contexts, and our proposed algorithms
can be modified to include the estimation of α.
The goal of learner i is to explore the alternatives in Ki to
learn the accuracies, while at the same time exploiting the best
alternative for the context xi(t) arriving at each time step t
that balances the accuracy and cost to minimize its long term
loss due to uncertainty. Learner i’s problem can be modeled
as a contextual bandit problem [19]–[22]. After labeling the
input at time t, each learner observes the true label and
updates the sample mean accuracy of the selected arm based
on this. Accuracies translate into rewards in bandit problems.
In the next subsection, we formally define the benchmark
solution which is computed using perfect knowledge about
classification accuracies. Then, we define the regret which is
the performance loss due to uncertainty about classification
accuracies.
A. Optimal Classification with Complete Information
Our benchmark when evaluating the performance of the
learning algorithms is the optimal solution which selects the
classification function k′ with the highest accuracy minus cost
for learner i from the set F given context xi(t) at time
t. We assume that the costs are normalized so the tradeoff
between accuracy and cost is captured without using weights.
Specifically, the optimal solution we compare against is given
by k∗i (x) = arg max
k∈Ki
pik(x)− dik, ∀x ∈ X . (1)
Knowing the optimal solution means that learner i knows
the classification function in F that yields the highest expected
accuracy for each x ∈ X . Choosing the best classification
function for each context x requires to evaluate the accuracy
minus cost for each context and is computationally intractable,
because the context space X has infinitely many elements.
B. The Regret of Learning
In this subsection we define the regret as a performance
measure of the learning algorithm used by the learners. Simply,
the regret is the loss incurred due to the unknown system
dynamics. Regret of a learning algorithm α which selects an
arm αt(xi(t)) at time t for learner i is defined with respect
to the best arm k∗i (x) given in (1). The regret of a learning
algorithm for learner i is given by
Ri(T ) :=
T∑
t=1
(
pik∗i (xi(t))(xi(t))− dik∗i (xi(t))
)
− E
[
T∑
t=1
(I(yˆit(αt(xi(t))) = y
i
t)− diαt(xi(t)))
]
,
where yˆit(.) denotes the prediction of the arm selected by
learner i at time t, yit denotes the true label of the data stream
that arrived to learner i in time slot t, and the expectation is
taken with respect to the randomness of the prediction. Regret
gives the convergence rate of the total expected reward of
the learning algorithm to the value of the optimal solution
given in (1). Any algorithm whose regret is sublinear, i.e.,
Ri(T ) = O(T
γ) such that γ < 1, will converge to the optimal
solution in terms of the average reward.
In the next section, we propose two online learning al-
gorithms which achieves sublinear regret for the distributed
classification problem. Detailed analysis of these algorithms
is given in [1]. In this paper we only briefly mention these al-
gorithms and focus instead on the specific challenges involved
in applying these algorithms to Big Data mining.
5IV. DISTRIBUTED ONLINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS FOR
BIG DATA MINING
In this section we propose two online learning algorithms
for Big Data mining. The first algorithm is Classify or Send
for classification (CoS) whose pseudocode is given in Fig. 2.
Basically, CoS forms a uniform partition PT of the context
space consisting of (mT )d, d-dimensional hypercubes, where
the lth hypercube is denoted by Pl, and mT is called the
slicing parameter which depends on final time T . Each of
these hypercubes are treated as separate bandit problems where
the goal for each problem is to learn the arm in Ki that
yields the highest accuracy minus cost. Different from the
single-agent contextual bandits, since the context arrivals to
different learners are different, a training phase in addition to
exploration and exploitation phases are required to learn the
accuracies of the other learners correctly. In order to decide
when to train, explore or exploit, CoS keeps three control
functions D1(t), D2(t) and D3(t), and two different sets of
counters N ik,l(t) for k ∈ Ki, N i1,k,l(t) for k ∈ M−i for all
Pl ∈ PT . Let
Si,l(t) :=
{
ki ∈ Fi such that N iki,l(t) ≤ D1(t) or ji ∈M−i
such that N i1,ji,l(t) ≤ D2(t) or N iji,l(t) ≤ D3(t)
}
.
At time slot t if xi(t) ∈ Pl and Si,l(t) = ∅, then CoS
exploits by choosing the arm in Ki with the highest empirical
reward r¯ik,l(t) (i.e, sample mean accuracy minus the cost)
for set Pl. Otherwise it either trains a learner in M−i or
explores an arm in Ki. Due to the high uncertainty about the
rewards collected during the training phases, they are not used
to calculate the empirical reward. The pseudocodes for each
phase is given in Fig. 3.
Classify or Send for Classification (CoS for learner i):
1: Input: D1(t), D2(t), D3(t), T , mT
2: Initialize: Partition [0, 1]d into (mT )d sets. LetPT = {P1, . . . , P(mT )d} denote the sets in this partition.
N ik,l = 0,∀k ∈ Ki, Pl ∈ PT , N i1,k,l = 0, ∀k ∈M−i, Pl ∈ PT .
3: while t ≥ 1 do
4: for l = 1, . . . , (mT )d do
5: if xi(t) ∈ Pl then
6: if ∃k ∈ Fi such that N ik,l ≤ D1(t) then
7: Run Explore(k, N ik,l, r¯k,l)
8: else if ∃k ∈M−i such that N i1,k,l ≤ D2(t) then
9: Obtain Nkl (t) from k, set N
i
1,k,l = N
k
l (t)−N ik,l
10: if N i1,k,l ≤ D2(t) then
11: Run Train(k, N i1,k,l)
12: else
13: Go to line 15
14: end if
15: else if ∃k ∈M−i such that N ik,l ≤ D3(t) then
16: Run Explore(k, N ik,l, r¯k,l)
17: else
18: Run Exploit(M il , r¯l, Ki)
19: end if
20: end if
21: end for
22: t = t + 1
23: end while
Fig. 2. Pseudocode for the CoS algorithm.
Our second algorithm is the distributed context zooming
algorithm (DCZA) whose pseudocode is given in Fig. 4. The
difference of DCZA from CoS is that instead of starting with
a uniform partition of the context space, it adaptively creates
Train(k, n):
1: Select arm k, receive prediction yˆ(k). Receive reward rk(t) =
I(yˆ(k) = yt)− dik . n + +.
Explore(k, n, r):
1: Select arm k, receive prediction yˆ(k). Receive reward rk(t) =
I(yˆ(k) = yt)− dik . r = nr+rk(t)n+1 . n + +.
Exploit(n, r, Ki):
1: Select arm k ∈ arg maxj∈Ki rj , receive prediction yˆ(k). Receive
reward rk(t) = I(yˆ(k) = yt)− dik . r¯k = nk r¯k+rk(t)nk+1 . nk + +.
Fig. 3. Pseudocode of the training, exploration and exploitation modules.
partition of the context space based on the context arrival
process. It does this by splitting a level l hypercube in the
partition of the context space into 2d level l + 1 hypercubes
with equal sizes, when the number of context arrivals to the
level l hypercube exceeds A2pl for constants A, p > 0.
We provide a detailed discussion of the operation of these
algorithms and comparison of them in terms of their perfor-
mance and computational requirements under different context
arrival processes in [1]. All the theorems we derived for CoS
(CLUP in [1]) and DCZA also holds for this paper as well.
Due to limited space, we do not rewrite these theorems here.
Our focus in this paper is to consider different aspects of
the application of these algorithms to Big Data mining, and
provide analytical and numerical results for them.
Distributed Context Zooming Algorithm (DCZA for learner i):
1: Input: D1(t), D2(t), D3(t), p, A
2: Initialization: A = {[0, 1]d}, Run Initialize(A)
3: Notation: M iC := (N
i
k,c)k∈Ki , r¯C := (r¯k,C)k∈Ki , lC : level of
hypercube C.
4: while t ≥ 1 do
5: for C ∈ A do
6: if xi(t) ∈ C then
7: if ∃k ∈ Fi such that N ik,C ≤ D1(t) then
8: Run Explore(k, N ik,C , r¯k,C )
9: else if ∃k ∈M−i such that N i1,k,C ≤ D2(t) then
10: Obtain NkC(t) from k
11: if NkC(t) = 0 then
12: ask k to create hypercube C, set N i1,k,C = 0
13: else
14: set N i1,k,C = N
k
C(t)−N ik,C
15: end if
16: if N i1,k,C ≤ D2(t) then
17: Run Train(k, N i1,k,C )
18: else
19: Go to line 21
20: end if
21: else if ∃k ∈M−i such that N ik,C ≤ D3(t) then
22: Run Explore(k, N ik,C , r¯k,C )
23: else
24: Run Exploit(M iC , r¯C , Ki)
25: end if
26: end if
27: N iC = N
i
C + 1
28: if N iC ≥ A2plC then
29: Create 2d level lC + 1 child hypercubes denoted by
AlC+1C
30: Run Initialize(AlC+1C )
31: A = A ∪AlC+1C − C
32: end if
33: end for
34: t = t + 1
35: end while
Initialize(B):
1: for C ∈ B do
2: Set N iC = 0, N
i
k,C = 0, r¯k,C = 0 for C ∈ A, k ∈ Ki,
N i1,k,C = 0 for k ∈M−i
3: end for
Fig. 4. Pseudocode of the DCZA algorithm and its initialization module.
6In [1], we used the context dimension d as an input pa-
rameter and compared with the optimal solution given a fixed
d. However, the context information can also be adaptively
chosen over time. For example, in network security, the context
can be either time of the day, origin of the data or both. The
classifier accuracies will depend on what is used as context
information. A detailed discussion of adaptively choosing the
context is given in Section V. Remarks about computational
complexity and memory requirements of CoS and DCZA can
be found in [1].
In the following subsections, we discuss three important
aspects of online learning in data mining systems. The first
is about the classification functions which learn online and
improve their accuracies over time, instead of having fixed
accuracies. The second is about delayed feedback. The third
one is about the case when the true label is not always
available, and the fourth one considers how explorations and
trainings can be reduced. We present all of these aspects
considering one of the two algorithms, but the same approach
can also be applied to both algorithms.
A. Online learning classification functions
In our analysis we assumed that given a context x, the
classification function accuracy pik′(x) is fixed. This holds
when the classification functions are trained a priori, but the
learners do not know the accuracy because k′ is not tested
yet. By using our contextual framework, we can also allow
the classification functions to learn over time based on the
data. Usually in Big Data applications we cannot have the
classifiers being pre-trained as they are often deployed for the
first time in a certain setting. For example in [25], Bayesian
online classifiers are used for text classification and filtering.
We do this by introducing time as a context, thus increasing
the context dimension to d+1. Time is normalized in interval
[0, 1] such that 0 corresponds to t = 0, 1 corresponds to
t = T and each time slot is an interval of length 1/T .
For an online learning classification function, intuitively the
accuracy is expected to increase with the number of samples,
and thus, pik′(x, t) will be non-decreasing in time for k′ ∈ F .
On the other hand, when the true label is received and the
classification function is updated, it can still make errors.
Usually the increase in classification accuracy after a single
update is bounded. Based on these observations, we assume
that the following assumption which is a variant of Assumption
1 holds for the online learning classification functions we
consdier: pik′(x, (t+ 1)/T ) ≤ pik′(x, t/T ) +LT−α, for some
L and α for all k′ ∈ F . Then we have the following theorem
when online learning classifiers are present.
Theorem 1: Let the CoS algorithm run with exploration
control functions D1(t) = t2α/(3α+d+1) log t, D2(t) =
Fmaxt
2α/(3α+d+1) log t, D3(t) = t2α/(3α+d+1) log t and slic-
ing parameter mT = T 1/(3α+d+1). Then, for any learner i, its
regret is upper bounded by the following expression:
E[Ri(T )] ≤ T
2α+d+1
3α+d+1
(
2(2L(d+ 1)α/2 + 6)
2α+d+1
3α+d+1
+ 2d+1Zi log T
)
+ T
α+d+1
3α+d+1
2d+3(M − 1)Fmaxβ2
2α/(3α+ d+ 1)
+ T
d
3α+d+1 2d+1(2Ziβ2 + |Ki|) + 4(M − 1)Fmaxβ2,
i.e., Ri(T ) = O
(
MFmaxT
2α+d+1
3α+d+1
)
, where Zi = Fi + (M −
1)(Fmax + 1).
Proof: The proof is the same as proof of Theorem 1 in
[1], with context dimension d+ 1 instead of d.
The above theorem implies that the regret in the presence
of classification functions that learn online based on the data
is O(T (2α+d+1)/(3α+d+1)). From the result of Theorem 1,
we see that our notion of context can capture any relevant
information that can be utilized to improve the classification.
Specifically, we showed that by treating time as one dimension
of the context, we can achieve sublinear regret bounds. Com-
pared to Theorem 1 in [1], in Theorem 1, the exploration rate
is reduced from O(T 2α/(2α+d)) to O(T 2α/(2α+d+1)), while
the memory requirement is increased from O(T d/(3α+d)) to
O(T (d+1)/(3α+d+1)).
B. Delayed feedback
Next, we consider the case when the feedback is delayed.
We assume that the true label for data instance at time t arrives
to learner i with an Li(t) time slot delay, where Li(t) is
a random variable such that Li(t) ≤ Lmax with probability
one for some Lmax > 0 which is known to the algorithm.
Algorithm CoS is modified so that it keeps in its memory the
last Lmax labels produced by classification and the sample
mean accuracies are updated whenever a true label arrives. We
assume that when a label arrives with a delay, the time slot of
the incoming data stream which generated the label is known.
We have the following result for delayed label feedback.
Corollary 1: Consider the delayed feedback case where
the true label of the data instance at time t arrives at time
t + Li(t), where Li(t) is a random variable with support in
{0, 1, . . . , Lmax}, Lmax > 0 is an integer. Let Rndi (T ) denote
the regret of CoS for learner i with no delay by time T , and
Rdi (T ) denote the regret of modified CoS for learner i with
delay by time T . Then we have, Rdi (T ) ≤ Lmax +Rndi (T ).
Proof: By a Chernoff-Hoeffding bound, it can be shown
that the probability of deviation of the sample mean accuracy
from the true accuracy decays exponentially with the number
of samples. A new sample is added to sample mean accuracy
whenever the true label of a previous classification arrives.
Note that the worst case is when all labels are delayed by
Lmax time steps. This is equivalent to starting the algorithm
with an Lmax delay after initialization.
The cost of label delay is additive which does not change
the sublinear order of the regret. The memory requirement for
CoS with no delay is |Ki|(mT )d = 2d(|Fi|+M − 1)T d3α+d ,
while memory requirement for CoS modified for delay is
Lmax + |Ki|(mT )d. Therefore, the order of memory cost is
also independent of the delay.
C. True label is not always revealed
Sometimes it may not be possible to obtain the true label.
For example, the true label may not be revealed due to security
reasons or failed communication. In this case it is not possible
to update the sample mean rewards of the arms, therefore
learning is interrupted. Assume that at each time step, the true
7label is revealed with probability pr (which can be unknown
to the algorithm). Let Mi(t) be the number of times the true
label is revealed to learner i by time t. The following theorem
gives an upper bound on the regret of CoS for this case. A
similar regret bound can also be derived for DCZA.
Theorem 2: Let the CoS algorithm run with exploration
control functions D1(t) = t2α/(3α+d) log t, D2(t) =
Fmaxt
2α/(3α+d) log t, D3(t) = t2α/(3α+d) log t and slicing
parameter mT = T 1/(3α+d). Then, for learner i,
Ri(T ) ≤ T
2α+d
3α+d
(
2(2Ldα/2 + 6)
(2α+ d)/(3α+ d)
+
2dZi
pr
log T
)
+ T
α+d
3α+d
2d+2(M − 1)Fmaxβ2
2α/(3α+ d)
+ +4(M − 1)Fmaxβ2
+ T
d
3α+d 2d(2Ziβ2 + (|Ki|+ (M − 1))/pr),
i.e., Ri(T ) = O
(
MFmaxT
2α+d
3α+d /pr
)
, where Zi = |Fi| +
(M − 1)(Fmax + 1).
Proof: Since the time slot t is an exploitation slot only
if Si,l(t) = ∅ for Pl which xi(t) belongs, the regret due to
suboptimal and near optimal actions in exploitation steps will
not be greater than the regret in the exploitations steps when
the label is perfectly observed at each time step. Therefore the
bounds given in Lemmas 2 and 4 in [?] will also hold for the
case when label is not always observed. Only the regret due
to explorations will be different, since more explorations are
needed to observe sufficiently many labels such that Si,l(t) =
∅. Consider any partition Pl. From the definition of Si,l(T ), the
number of exploration steps in which a classification function
ki ∈ Fi is selected by learner i and the label is observed
is at most dT (2α)/(3α+d)e, the number of training steps in
which learner i selects learner ji ∈M−i and observes the true
label is at most
⌈
FmaxT
(2α)/(3α+d) log T
⌉
, and the number of
exploration steps in which learner i selects learner ji ∈M−i
is at most
⌈
T (2α)/(3α+d) log T
⌉
.
Let τexp(T ) be the random variable which denotes the
smallest time step for which for each ki ∈ Fi there are
dT (2α)/(3α+d)e observations with label, for each ji ∈ M−i
there are
⌈
FmaxT
(2α)/(3α+d) log T
⌉
observations with label
for the trainings and
⌈
T (2α)/(3α+d) log T
⌉
observations with
label for the explorations. Then, E[τexp(T )] is the expected
number of exploration slots by time T . Let Yexp(t) be the ran-
dom variable which denotes the number of time slots in which
the label is not revealed to learner i till learner i observes t
labels. Let Ai(T ) = ZiT 2α/(3α+d) log T + (|Fi|+ 2(M −1)).
We have E[τexp(T )] = E[Yexp(Ai(T ))] +Ai(T ). Yexp(Ai(T ))
is a negative binomial random variable with probability of
observing no label at any time t equals to 1 − pr. Therefore
E[Yexp(Ai(T ))] = (1 − pr)Ai(T )/pr. Using this, we get
E[τexp(T )] = Ai(T )/pr. The regret bound follows from
substituting this into the proof of Theorem 1 in [?].
D. Exploration reduction by increasing memory
Whenever a new level l hypercube is activated at time t,
DCZA spends at least O(tz log t) time steps to explore the
arms in that hypercube. The actual number of explorations
can be reduced by increasing the memory of DCZA. Each
active level l hypercube splits into 2d level l + 1 hypercubes
when the number of arrivals to that hypercube exceeds A2pl.
Let the level l + 1 hypercubes formed by splitting of a level
l hypercube called child hypercubes. The idea is to keep 2d
sample mean estimates for each arm in Ki in each active level
l hypercube corresponding to its child level l+ 1 hypercubes,
and to use the average of these sample means to exploit an
arm when the level l hypercube is active. Based on the arrival
process to level l hypercube, all level l + 1 child hypercubes
may have been explored more than O(tz log t) times when
they are activated. In the worst case, this guarantees that at
least one level l+1 child hypercube is explored at least A2pl−d
times before being activated. The memory requirement of this
modification is 2d times the memory requirement of original
DCZA, so in practice this modification is useful for d small.
V. EXTENSIONS FOR DISTRIBUTED STREAM MINING
PROBLEMS
In this section we describe several extensions to our online
learning algorithms and provide some application areas, in-
cluding how our framework can capture the concept drift, what
happens when a learner only sends its context information to
another learner, extensions to asynhornous and batch learning,
choosing contexts adaptively over time, and extensions to
networks of learners and ensemble learning.
A. Context to capture concept drift
Formally, concept drift is a change in the distribution the
problem [27], [28] over time. Examples of concept drift
include recommender systems where the interests of users
change over time and network security applications where the
incoming and outgoing traffic patterns vary depending on the
time of the day (see Section VI).
Researchers have categorized concept drift according to the
properties of the drift. Two important metrics are the severity
and the speed of the drift given in [2]. The severity is the
amount of changes that the new concept causes, while the
speed of a drift is how fast the new concept takes place of the
old concept. Both of these categories can be captured by our
contextual data mining framework. Given a final time T , let
xi(t) = t/T be the context for i ∈ M. Thus xi(t) ∈ [0, 1]
always. Then the Lipschitz condition given in Assumption 1
can be rewritten as |pik′(t)−pik′(t′)| ≤ (L|t− t′|α)/Tα. Here
L captures the severity while α captures the speed of the
drift. Our distributed learning algorithms CoS and DCZA can
both be used to address concept drift, and provide sublinear
convergence rate to the optimal classification scheme, given
by the results of Theorems 1 and 2 in [1], for d = 1, by using
time as the context information.
Most of the previous work on concept drift focused on
incremental and online ensemble learning techniques with the
goal of characterizing the advantage of ensemble diversity
under concept drift [29]–[32]. However, to the best of our
knowledge all the previous methods are develop in an ad-
hoc basis with no provable performance guarantees. In this
subsection, we showed how our distributed contextual learning
framework can be used to obtain regret bounds for classifi-
cation under concept drift. Our learning framework can be
8extended to ensemble learning by jointly updating the sample
mean accuracies of classification functions and the weights of
the ensemble learner. We discuss more about this in Section
V-I, and provide numerical results comparing the performance
of our online ensemble learning scheme with the related
literature in Section VI.
B. Sending only the context but not the data
We note that for learner i the communication cost of sending
the data and receiving the prediction from another learner
ji ∈ M−i is captured by the cost diji . However, if diji is too
high for ji ∈ Mi compared to the costs of the classification
functions in Fi, then in the optimal distributed solution given
in (1) that requires full data exchange, learner ji may never be
selected for any xi(t) ∈ X . In this case, algorithms CoS and
DCZA will converge to the optimal solution that only uses the
arms in Fi. But is there a better way by which i can exploit
other good learners with smaller cost? One solution is that
instead of sending the high dimensional data, i can send the
low dimensional context to learner ji. In this way the cost of
communication will be much smaller than diji and may even
be less than the costs diki , ki ∈ Fi. Then, learner ji will not
actually classify, but knowing the context, it will send back a
prediction which has the highest percentage of being correct
among all the predictions made by ji in the partition which
the context belongs. This may outperform the optimal solution
which requires full data exchange, especially if the prediction
results of ji are strongly correlated with the context. Numerical
results for this setting is given in Section VI. Also, if there
are privacy concerns, sending only the context information is
reasonable since this provides less information to the other
learner ji, the sending the data itself.
C. Cooperation among the learners
In our analysis we assumed that learner i can call any other
learner ji ∈ M−i with a cost diji , and ji ∈ M−i always
sends back its prediction in the same time slot. However,
learner ji also has to classify its own data stream thus it may
not be possible for it to classify i’s data without delay. We
considered the effect of a bounded delay in Corollary 1. We
note that there is also a cost for learner ji associated with
communicating with learner i, but it is small since learner ji
only needs to send i its prediction but not the data as learner
i does. Even tough learner ji does not have an immediate
benefit from classifying i’s data in terms of the reward, it has
a long-term benefit from learning the result of the classification
it performed for i, by updating its sample mean classification
function accuracy. Similar to i, any other learner can use other
learners to increase its prediction accuracy minus classification
cost. Since the learners are cooperative, this does not affect
the optimal learning policy we derived for learner i.
D. General reward functions
In our analysis we assumed that the goal is to maximize
the classification accuracy minus the cost which is captured
by pik(x) − dik for k ∈ Ki, for learner i. Our setting can be
extended to capture more general goals such as maximizing
a function of accuracy and cost. For example, consider a
communication network i with two arms l and k, which
are used to detect attacks, for which dik >> d
i
l but 0 <
pik(x) − pil(x) << 1. Let gk(pik(x), dik) be the expected loss
of arm k given that context is x. The network can go down
when attacked at a specific context x′, thus, the expected
loss gl(pil(x′), dil) for arm l can be much higher than the
expected loss gk(pik(x′), dik) for arm k. Then, in the optimal
solution, arm k will be chosen instead of arm l even though
dik >> d
i
l . Our results for algorithms CoS and DCZA will
hold for any general context dependent reward function gk(.),
if Assumption 1 holds for this reward function.
E. Asynchronous and Batch Learning
In this paper, we assumed that at each time step a data
stream with a specific context arrives to each learner. Although
the number of arrivals is fixed, the arrival rate of data with
different contexts is different for each learner because we made
no assumptions on the context arrival process. However, we
can generalize this setting to multiple data stream and context
arrivals to each learner at each time instant. This can be viewed
as data stream arriving to each learner in batches. Actions are
taken for all the instances in the batch, and then the labels
of all the instances are revealed only at the end of the time
slot. CoS and DCZA can be modified so that the counters
N ik,l N
i
1,k,l and N
j
l are updated at the end of each time slot,
based on the contexts in the batch for that time slot. Batch
updating is similar to the case when the label is revealed with
delay. Therefore, given that there are finite number of context
and data arrivals to each learner at each time step, it can be
shown that the upper bound on the regret for batch learning
have the same time order with the original framework where
a data stream with a single context arrives to each learner at
each time slot.
Another important remark is that both CoS and DCZA
can be asynchronously implemented by the learners, since we
require no correlation between the data and context arrivals to
different learners. Learner i selects an arm in Fi orM−i only
when a new data stream arrives to it, or even when there is
no new data stream coming to learner i, it can keep learning
by classifying the other learners data streams, when requested
by these learners.
F. Unsupervised Learners
So far we assumed that the each learner either instantly
receives the label at the end of each time slot, or with a delay,
or each learner receives the label with a positive probability.
Another interesting setting is when some learners never receive
the label for their data stream. Let i be such a learner. The
only way for i to learn about the accuracies of arms Fi,
is to classify the data streams of the learners who receive
labels. Since learner i can only learn about accuracies when
called by another learner who receives the label, in general it
is not possible for learner i to achieve sublinear regret. One
interesting case is when the data/context arrival to learner i
is correlated with another learner j who observes its own
9label at the end of each time slot. Consider the following
modification of CoS for learner i. At each time step t, learner
i sends xi(t) to every other learner M−i. Based on xi(t),
every learner j sends back to i the sample mean accuracy
of their estimated best classification function for Pl such that
xi(t) ∈ Pl. Then, to classify its data stream learner i selects the
arm in Ki with the highest expected accuracy. If the correlation
is such that whenever xj′(t) ∈ Pl we have xi(t) ∈ Pl for
some Pl ∈ PT for all j, j′ ∈ M , then the regret of CoS
for learner i will be the same as Theorem 1 in [1], since the
trainings and explorations of learners who receive the label
will be enough for learners who do not receive any label to
estimate the accuracies of their own classification functions
correctly with a high probability.
On the contrary, even for simple cases such as independent
data/context arrivals to each learner, an unsupervised learner
i may not achieve sublinear regret. We illustrate this in the
following example.
Example 1: Let i be an unsupervised learner. Let PiT be
the sets in PT in which there exists at least one xi(t), t ≤ T
and P−iT be the sets in PT in which there exists at least one
(xj(t))j∈M−i , t ≤ T . For stochastic context arrivals PiT and
P−iT are random variables. If P (PiT ∩PjT = ∅) > 0, then it is
not possible for learner i to achieve sublinear regret. This is
because with positive probability, learner i will learn nothing
about the accuracy of its own classification functions for its
context realization xi(1), . . . , xi(T ). This means that it cannot
do better than random guessing with positive probability,
hence the regret will be linear in T .
G. Choosing contexts adaptively over time
We discussed that context can be one or multiple of many
things such as the time, location, ID, or some other features
of the incoming data stream. Given what we take the set X
to be, the classification accuracies pik(x) will change. Since
the time order of the regret grows exponentially with the
dimension of the context space, sometimes it might be better to
consider only a single feature of the incoming data stream as
context. Assume that the number of features that can be used
as context is d. At time t, xi(t) = (x1i (t), x
2
i (t), . . . , x
d
i (t))
arrives to learner i where xmi (t) ∈ (0, 1] for m = 1, . . . , d.
CoS (also DCZA) can be modified in the following way to
adaptively choose the best context which maximizes the ex-
pected classification accuracy. We call the modified algorithm
CoS with multiple contexts (CoS-MC). Let Si(xi(t), t) =
∪xmi (t)∈xi(t)Smi (xmi (t), t), where Smi (xmi (t), t) = Smi,l(t) for
xmi (t) ∈
(
l−1
mT
, lmT
]
, l = 1, 2, . . . ,mT , and
Smi,l(t) = {ki ∈ Fi : N i,mki,l (t) ≤ D1(t) or ji ∈M−i :
N i,m1,ji,l(t) ≤ D2(t) or N
i,m
ji,l
(t) ≤ D3(t)},
where similar to the counters of standard CoS algorithm,
N i,mki,l (t), N
i,m
1,ji,l
(t) and N i,mji,l (t) represents the number of
explorations of classification function ki ∈ Ki, trainings of
learner ji ∈ M−i and explorations of learner ji ∈ M−i at
the time steps the context lies in Pl by time t, respectively.
At time t, CoS-MC randomly selects an arm in set
Si(xi(t), t) if Si(xi(t), t) 6= ∅. Otherwise, it selects the
arm which offers the maximum estimated reward among all
contexts, i.e.,
arg max
k∈Ki,m=1,...,d
r¯i,mk,l(xmi (t))
(t), (2)
where r¯i,mk,l (t) is the sample mean of the rewards collected
from times when mth context is in Pl and arm k is chosen
by time t. Note that independent of the specific context which
arm selection at time t depends on, the sample mean rewards
corresponding to the selected arm k of all sets to which the
contexts at time t belongs are updated based on the comparison
of the prediction and the label.
Let pimk (x
m) be the expected accuracy of arm k ∈ Ki given
mth context xm. We assume that Assumption 1 holds for all
pimk (x
m), m = 1, . . . , d for some constants α > 0 and L > 0.
For ji ∈ M−i, let pimji (x) := maxkji∈Fji pimkji (x). We define
the best single-context policy given pimk′ (x) for all k
′ ∈ F , m =
1, . . . , d as ksbi (x) := arg maxk∈Ki,m=1,...,d pi
m
k (x
m)−dik. Let
pisbk (x) := maxm=1,...,d pi
m
k (x
m)− dik, for k ∈ Ki. The regret
CoS-MC with respect to the best single-context policy is given
by
Rsbi (T ) :=
T∑
t=1
pisbksbi (xi(t))
(xi(t))
− E
[
T∑
t=1
(I(yˆt(α
CoS-CM
t (xi(t))) = y
i
t)− diαCoS-CMt (xi(t)))
]
,
Note that the best-single context policy is always better than
the policy which a-priori selects one of the d contexts (e.g.,
mth context) as its context, and selects arms optimally at each
time step based on the context xmi (t) only. In general, the best-
single context policy is worse than the best policy which uses
all d contexts together to select an arm.
Theorem 3: Let the CoS-MC algorithm run with explo-
ration control functions D1(t) = t2α/(3α+2) log t, D2(t) =
Fmaxt
2α/(3α+2) log t, D3(t) = t2α/(3α+2) log t and slicing
parameter mT = T 1/(3α+2). Then, for any learner i, we have
Rsbi (T ) = O
(
dMFmaxT
2α+1
3α+1
)
.
Proof: It is easy to see that the number of explorations
and trainings of CoS-MC is at most d times the number of
explorations and trainings of CoS run with context dimension
equal to 1. In the exploitation steps, in order to be optimal or
near-optimal the arm chosen in (2) requires maximization over
dKi possible values, therefore, the regret due to suboptimal
and near-optimal arm selections in CoS-MC is at most d times
the number of suboptimal and near-optimal arm selections in
CoS run with context dimension equal to 1. A finite-time regret
bound can also be proved by following steps similar to the
proof of Theorem 1 in [1].
H. Instance distributed vs. feature distributed
In our formulation, the incoming data stream of each learner
can either be instance (horizontally) or feature (vertically)
distributed. For feature distributed data, context may give
information about what features to extract from the data. Note
that if the features arriving to each learner is different from
the features of other learner, then the context arrival process is
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Fig. 5. Ensemble learning framework, where each learner only selects one of
its own arms, and sends its prediction to the ensemble learner which produces
a final prediction.
the same as worst-case correlation described in Definition 1 in
[1]. Basically, context space of learner i is different form the
context spaces of other learners, therefore this is equivalent to
the case where no data/context arrives to the other learners
from the perspective of learner i. The accuracies of other
learners for i’s data/context is only learned by the trainings
and exploration of the other learners by i. Therefore Theorems
1 and 2 in [1] for worst-case correlation holds for any learner
i for feature distributed data.
I. Extension to online ensemble learning
In this paper we assumed that the goal of each learner is
to maximize the expected number of correct predictions about
its own data stream, based on the prediction of a single clas-
sification function which is either one of its own classification
functions or another learner’s classification function. Another
interesting online classification problem, which is studied by
many researchers [33]–[35], is to combine the predictions of
individual learners to generate an ensemble prediction which
is usually more accurate then the predictions of individual
learners.
Consider the system model given in Fig. 5. At each time
step t, an instance with context xi(t) arrives to local learner
i. Different from the previous sections, assume that learner
i chooses one of its classification functions in Fi (but not
Ki) based on its context and produces a prediction yˆit. Then,
each learner i sends its prediction and context to the ensemble
learner. The ensemble learner checks to which set Pl ∈ PT the
context xi(t) belongs, and assigns weight wi,l(t) to learner i
which depends on history of i’s predictions in set Pl by time
t. Then, the final prediction is made by a weighted majority
rule, i.e., yˆt = 1 if
∑
i∈M wi,l(t)yˆ
i
t ≥ 1/2, and yˆt = 0
otherwise. At the end of time slot t, the label is revealed to
both the ensemble learner and the local learners. The goal is
to maximize the expected number of correct predictions made
by the ensemble learner, i.e., E[
∑T
t=1 I(yˆt = yt)].
Comparing the result of their predictions with the label,
local learners update the estimated accuracies of their chosen
Fig. 6. A network topology in which learner i have no direct connection
with learner j.
classification functions, while the ensemble learner updates
the weights of the local learners. For each set Pl ∈ PT ,
the weights can be updated using stochastic gradient descent
methods [33] or the weights corresponding to learners with
false predictions can be decreased and the learners with
correct predictions can be increased multiplicatively similar
to the weighted majority algorithm and its variants [34], [35].
However, although some of these weight update methods
are shown to asymptotically converge to the optimal weight
vector, it is not possible to obtain finite-time regret bounds for
these methods. It is an interesting future research direction to
develop online learning methods for updating weights which
will give sublinear regret bounds for the ensemble learner.
Numerical results related to the ensemble learner is given in
Section VI.
J. Distributed online learning for learners in a network
In general, learners may be distributed over a network,
and direct connections may not exist between learners. For
example consider the network in Fig. 6. Here, learner i cannot
communicate with learner j but there is a path which connects
learner i to learner j via learner j′ or j′′. We assume that every
learner knows the network topology and the lowest-cost paths
to every other learner. Our online learning framework can be
directly applied in this case. Indeed, this is a special case
of our framework in which the cost dij ≥ dij′ . For example,
if the cost is delay, then we have dij = d
i
j′ + d
j′
j . When
the cost is delay cost, in general for learner i, the cost of
choosing learner j is equal to the sum of the costs among the
lowest-cost path between learner i and j. Note that similar
to the previous analysis, we assume that the lowest-cost path
costs are normalized to be in [0, 1]. If the lowest-cost path
between two learner i and j is greater than 1, independent of
the classification accuracy of learner j, learner i’s reward of
choosing leaner j will be negative, which means that learner
i will never call learner j.
This network scenario can be generalized such that the
link costs between the learners can be unknown and time-
varying, or the topology of the network may be unknown and
time-varying. We leave the investigation of these interesting
scenarios as a future work.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we provide numerical results for our proposed
algorithms CoS and DCZA both using a real-world data set.
In the following definition we give different context arrival
processes which captures the four extreme points of context
arrivals.
Definition 1: We call the context arrival process
{(x1(t), . . . , xK(t))}t=1,...,T , the worst-case arrival process
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if for each i ∈ M, {xi(t)}t=1,...,T is uniformly distributed
inside the context space, with minimum distance between
any two context samples being T−1/d; the best-case arrival
process if for each i ∈ M, xi(t) ∈ C for all t = 1, . . . , T
for some level d(log2 T )/pe + 1 hypercube C. We say the
context arrival process has worst-case correlation if context
only arrives to learner i (no context arrivals to other learners);
has best-case correlation if xi(t) = xj(t) for all i, j ∈ M,
t = 1, . . . , T . We define the following four cases to capture
the extreme points of operation of DCZA:
• C1 worst-case arrival and correlation
• C2 worst-case arrival, best-case correlation
• C3 best-case arrival, worst-case correlation
• C4 best-case arrival and correlation
A. Simulation Setup
For our simulations, we use the network security data from
KDD Cup 1999 data set. We compare the performance of our
learning algorithms with AdaBoost [36] and the online version
of AdaBoost called sliding window AdaBoost [37].
The network security data has 42 features. The goal is to
predict at any given time if an attack occurs or not based
on the values of the features. We run the simulations for
three different context information; (A1) context is the label
at the previous time step, (A2) context is the feature named
srcbytes, which is the number of data bytes from source to
destination, (A3) context is time. All the context information is
normalized to be in [0, 1]. There are 4 local learners. Each local
learner has 2 classification functions. Unless noted otherwise,
the classification costs dk are set to 0 for all k ∈ K1.
All classification functions are trained using 5000 consecu-
tive samples from different segments of the network security
data. Then, they are tested on T = 20000 consecutive samples.
We run simulations for two different sets of classifiers. In our
first simulation S1, there are two good classifiers that have
low number of errors on the test data, while in our second
simulation S2, there are no good classifiers. The types of
classification functions used in S1 and S2 are given in Table
II along with the number of errors each of these classification
functions made on the test data. From Table II, we can observe
that the error percentage of the best classification function is
3 in S1, while it is 47 in S2. A situation like in S2 can appear
when the distribution of the data changes abruptly, i.e., concept
drift, so that the classification functions trained on the old data
becomes inaccurate for the new data. In our numerical results,
we will show how the context information can be used to
improve the performance in both S1 and S2. The accuracies
of the classifiers on the test data are unknown to the learners so
they cannot simply choose the best classification function. In
all our simulations, we assume that the test data sequentially
arrives to the system and the label is revealed to the algorithms
with a one step delay.
Since we only consider single dimensional context, d =
1. However, due to the bursty, non-stochastic nature of the
network security data we cannot find a value α for which
Assumption 1 is true. Nevertheless, we consider two cases,
Z1 and Z2, given in Table III, for CoS and DCZA parameter
values. In Z2, the parameters for CoS and DCZA are selected
Learner 1 2 3 4
Classification Naive Bayes, Always 1, RBF Network, Random Tree,
Function (S1) Logistic Voted Perceptron J48 Always 0
Error 47, 53, 47, 47,
percentage (S1) 3 4 47 47
Classification Naive Bayes, Always 1, RBF Network, Random Tree,
Function (S2) Random Random J48 Always 0
Error 47, 53, 47, 47,
percentage (S2) 50 50 47 47
TABLE II
BASE CLASSIFICATION FUNCTIONS USED BY THE LEARNERS AND THEIR
ERROR PERCENTAGES ON THE TEST DATA.
D1(t) D2(t) D3(t) mT A p
(Z1) CoS t1/8 log t 2t1/8 log t t1/8 log t dT e1/4
(Z1) DCZA t1/8 log t 2t1/8 log t t1/8 log t 1 4
(Z2) CoS t1/2 log t 2t1/2 log t t1/2 log t dT e1/4
(Z2) DCZA t2/p log t 2t2/p log t t2/p log t 1 (3 +
√
17)/2
TABLE III
INPUT PARAMETERS FOR COS AND DCZA FOR TWO DIFFERENT
PARAMETER SETS Z1 AND Z2.
according to Theorems 1 and 2 in [1], assuming α = 1. In
Z1, the parameter values are selected in a way that will reduce
the number of explorations and trainings. However, the regret
bounds for Theorems 1 and 2 in [1] may not hold for these
values in general.
B. Simulation Results for CoS and DCZA
In our simulations we consider the performance of learner
1. Table V shows under each simulation and parameter setup
the percentage of errors made by CoS and DCZA and the
percentage of time steps spent in training and exploration
phases for learner 1. We compare the performance of DCZA
and CoS with AdaBoost, sliding window AdaBoost (SWA),
and CoS with no context (but still decentralized different
from a standard bandit algorithm) whose error rates are also
given in Table IV. AdaBoost and SWA are trained using
20000 consecutive samples from the data set different from
the test data. SWA re-trains itself in an online way using
the last w observations, which is called the window length.
Both AdaBoost and SWA are ensemble learning methods
which require learner 1 to combine the predictions of all
the classification functions. Therefore, when implementing
these algorithms we assume that learner 1 has access to all
classification functions and their predictions, whereas when
using our algorithms we assume that learner 1 only has access
to its own classification functions and other learners but not
their classification functions. Moreover, learner 1 is limited
to use a single prediction in CoS and DCZA. This may be
the case in a real system when the computational capability
of local learners are limited and the communication costs are
high.
First, we consider the case when the parameter values are as
given in Z1. We observe that when the context is the previous
label, CoS and DCZA perform better than AdaBoost and SWA
for both S1 and S2. This result shows that although CoS
and DCZA only use the prediction of a single classification
function, by exploiting the context information they can per-
form better than ensemble learning approaches which combine
the predictions of all classification functions. We see that the
error percentage is smallest for CoS and DCZA when the
context is the previous label. This is due to the bursty nature
of the attacks. The exploration percentage for the case when
context is the previous label is larger for DCZA than CoS. As
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(Parameters) Algorithm (S1) Error % (S2) Error %
(Z1) CoS (previous label as context) 0.7 0.9
(Z1) DCZA (previous label as context) 1.4 1.9
AdaBoost 4.8 53
(w = 100) SWA 2.4 2.7
(w = 1000) SWA 11 11
(Z1) CoS (no-context) 5.2 49.8
TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF ERROR PERCENTAGES OF COS, DCZA, ADABOOST,
SWA AND COS WITH NO CONTEXT.
(Setting) Error % Training % Exploration %
Algorithm context=A1,A2,A3 context=A1,A2,A3 context=A1,A2,A3
(Z1,S1) CoS 0.7, 4.6, 4.8 0.3, 3, 2.8 1.4, 6.3, 8.5
(Z1,S1) DCZA 1.4, 3.5, 3.2 0.4, 1.3, 0.9 4, 5.9, 7
(Z1,S2) CoS 0.9, 39, 10 0.3, 3, 2.8 1.5, 6.5, 8.6
(Z1,S2) DCZA 1.9, 38, 4.8 0.4, 1.3, 1 4, 6, 7
(Z2,S1) CoS 16, 14, 41 8.5, 16, 79 55 27 20
(Z2,S1) DCZA 31, 29, 29 33 19 87 66 66 12
TABLE V
ERROR, TRAINING AND EXPLORATION PERCENTAGES OF COS AND DCZA
UNDER DIFFERENT SIMULATION AND PARAMETER SETTINGS. (A1)
CONTEXT AS THE PREVIOUS LABEL, (A2) CONTEXT AS SRCBYTES
FEATURE, (A3) CONTEXT AS TIME.
we discussed in Section IV-D, the number of explorations of
DCZA can be reduced by utilizing the observations from the
old hypercube to learn about the accuracy of the arms in a
newly activated hypercube. When the context is the feature of
the data or the time, for S1, CoS and DCZA perform better
than AdaBoost while SWA with window length w = 100
can be slightly better than CoS and DCZA. But again, this
difference is not due to the fact that CoS and DCZA makes
too many errors. It is because of the fact that CoS and DCZA
explores and trains other classification functions and learners.
AdaBoost and SWA does not require these phases. But they
require communication of predictions of all classification func-
tions and communication of all local learners with each other
at each time step. Moreover, SWA re-trains itself by using
the predictions and labels in its time window, which makes it
computationally inefficient. Another observation is that using
the feature as context is not very efficient when there are no
good classifiers (S2). However, the error percentages of CoS
and DCZA (39% and 38% respectively) are still lower than
the error percentage of the best classifier in S2 which is 47%.
Moreover, CoS and DCZA performs better than CoS with no
context for all scenarios with parameter values given by Z1.
We observe that both CoS and DCZA performs poorly when
the set of parameters is given by Z2. This is due to the fact that
the percentage of training and exploration phases is too large
for Z2, thus these algorithms cannot exploit the information
they gathered efficiently. Another important reason for the poor
performance is the short time horizon. As the time horizon
grows, we expect the exploration and training rates to decrease,
and the exploitation rate to increase which will improve the
performance.
The results in Table V are derived for the case when all
learners receive the same instance and observe the same label
at each time step. Therefore they correspond to the best-case
correlation given in Definition 1. Moreover, when the context
is time, we have worst-case arrival (as in C2), while when
the context is the previous label, arrivals are similar to the
best-case arrival process (as in C4), where instead of a single
hypercube of level d(log2 T )/pe + 1, arrivals happen to two
(Setting) Error % Training % Exploration %
Algorithm context=A1,A2,A3 context=A1,A2,A3 context=A1,A2,A3
(Z1,S1) CoS 1.8, 4.1, 6.7 2, 9.2, 10.3 1.4, 3.6, 8.5
(Z1,S2) CoS 24.6, 44.3, 31.3 2, 9.2, 10.3 1.4, 3.6, 8.5
TABLE VI
ERROR, TRAINING AND EXPLORATION PERCENTAGES OF COS FOR
WORST-CASE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE LEARNERS FOR THREE
DIFFERENT CONTEXT TYPES.
ensemble CoS context-dependent weights context-indep weights
Parameters: Z1 S1, S2 S1, S2
total error % 5.9, 10.2 3.8, 4.94
exploitation error % 2.9, 6.8 1.76, 2.17
TABLE VII
TOTAL ERROR PERCENTAGE, AND ERROR PERCENTAGE OF THE ERRORS
MADE IN EXPLOITATION STEPS FOR COS WITH ENSEMBLE LEARNER.
different level d(log2 T )/pe + 1 hypercubes one containing
x = 0 and the other one containing x = 1. We also run
simulations for the worst-case correlation (C1 or C3) for CoS
(results for DCZA will be similar) for three different contexts
A1, A2 and A3. From the results given in Table VI, we observe
that the exploration and training percentages increases for the
worst-case correlation between the learners, which also causes
an increase in the error percentages.
C. Simulation Results for Extensions on CoS and DCZA
Firstly, we simulate the ensemble learner given in Section
V-I for CoS (called ensemble CoS), with dk = 0 for k ∈ Ki,
i ∈M. We take time as the context, and consider two different
weight update rules. In the context-independent update rule,
weights wi(1) for each learner is initially set to 1/4, and
w(t) = (w1(t), . . . , w4(t)) is updated based on the stochastic
gradient descent rule given in Algorithm 2 of [38], with
coefficient 1/α instead of 1/(α ∗ t) to capture the non-
stationarity of the incoming data stream where α = 100. In
the context-dependent update rule, weights for each learner in
each set in the partition PT is updated independently from the
weights in the other sets based on the same stochastic gradient
descent rule. Total error and exploitation error percentages
of ensemble CoS is given in Table VII for cases S1 and
S2. Comparing Tables V and VII, we see that when the
weight update rule is context-independent, there is 21% and
51% improvement in the error of ensemble CoS compared
to CoS for cases S1 and S2 respectively. However, when
the weight update rule is context dependent, ensemble CoS
performs worse than CoS. This is due to the fact that the
convergence rate being smaller for context-dependent weights
since weights for each Pl ∈ PT are updated independently.
In Table VII, we also give the percentage of prediction errors
made at the time slots in which all learners are simultaneously
in the exploitation phase of CoS. The difference between total
error percentage and exploitation error percentage gives the
percentage of errors made in exploration steps.
Secondly, we simulate both CoS and DCZA for the case
when the label is not always observed. Our results are given
in Table VIII for learner 1 when there are 4 learners. As the
probability of observing the label, i.e., pr, decreases, the error
percentage of both CoS and DCZA grows. This is due to the
fact that more time steps are spent in exploration and training
phases to ensure that the estimates of the rewards of arms in
Ki are accurate enough.
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(Setting) Algorithm /pr 1 0.5 0.1 0.01
(Z1,S2) CoS (context is time) error % 10 13.9 36.4 47.1
(Z1,S2) DCZA (context is time) error % 4.8 4.8 16.3 56.6
TABLE VIII
ERROR PERCENTAGES OF COS AND DCZA AS A FUNCTION OF pr
(PROBABILITY OF RECEIVING THE LABEL AT EACH TIME SLOT) WHEN
CONTEXT IS TIME.
# of learners 1 2 3 4
CoS error % 49.8 49.7 50.2 22.3
DCZA error % 49.8 49.8 49.8 22.7
TABLE IX
ERROR PERCENTAGES OF COS AND DCZA FOR LEARNER 1, AS A
FUNCTION OF THE NUMBER OF LEARNERS PRESENT IN THE SYSTEM.
Thirdly, in Table IX, error percentages of CoS and DCZA
for learner 1 are given as functions of the number of learners
present in the system. Comparing Tables II and IX, we see that
adding a learner whose classification functions are worse than
the classification functions of the current learners increases
the error percentage due to the increase in the number of
training and exploration steps, while adding a learner whose
classification functions are better than the best classification
function of the current learners decreases the error percentage.
Fourthly, in Table X, we write the error percentages and
the percentage of times each arm in Ki is chosen by learner
1 as a function of the cost of calling other learners for CoS.
We let d1j = d for all 1j ∈ M−1. Since the goal of the
learner is to maximize the expected accuracy minus cost, we
see that learner 1 selects its own classification functions more
often as the cost d is increased. However, this results in higher
error percentage since classification functions of learner 1 are
suboptimal.
Finally, in Table XI, we give the error percentage of learner
1 using CoS with parameter values Z1, when learner 1 only
sends its context information to other learners but not its data.
When called by learner 1, other learners do not predict based
on their classification functions but they choose the prediction
that has the highest percentage of being correct so far at the
hypercube that the context of learner 1 belongs. From these
results we see that for S1 (two good classification functions),
the error percentage of learner 1 is slightly higher than the
error percentage when it sends also its data for contexts A1
and A3, while its error percentage is better for context A2.
However, for S2 (no good classification functions), sending
only context information produces very high error rates for
all types of contexts. This suggests correlation of the context
with the label and data is not enough to have low regret when
only context information is sent. There should be classification
functions which have low error rates. Similar results hold for
DCZA as well when only context information is sent between
the learners.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we considered two novel online learning
algorithms for decentralized Big Data mining using context
information about the high dimensional data. We provided
several extensions of these algorithms to deal with challenges
specific to Big Data mining such as concept drift, delayed
feedback and ensemble learning. For some of these extensions,
we proved sublinear regret results. We provided extensive
d error % training % selection (except training/exploration) %
of learners 2,3,4 of learners 1,2,3,4
0 0.9 0.27, 0.23, 0.16 52.9, 47, 0.1, 0
0.5 1 0.27, 0.23, 0.16 53, 47, 0, 0
0.7 23.7 0.27, 0.23, 0.16 100, 0, 0, 0
TABLE X
ERROR AND ARM SELECTION PERCENTAGES AS A FUNCTION OF CALLING
COST
(Setting) Algorithm previous label (A1) srcbytes (A2) time
is context is context is context
(Z1,S1) CoS error % 2.68 3.64 6.43
(Z1,S2) CoS error % 23.8 42.6 29
TABLE XI
ERROR PERCENTAGES OF COS FOR LEARNER 1, WHEN LEARNER 1 ONLY
SENDS ITS CONTEXT INFORMATION TO THE OTHER LEARNERS.
numerical results both using real-world and synthetic data
sets to illustrate how these algorithms operate under different
data/context streams.
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